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Intaver Institute and Stottler Henke Associates Developed Integrated Project
Scheduling and Risk Management Solution
Intaver Institute Inc. and Stottler Henke Associates, Inc today announced that they
have developed integration between Stottler Henke’s advanced intelligent scheduling
and critical chain software Aurora and Intaver’s risk analysis and management
software RiskyProject.
The Aurora-RiskyProject solution allows users to integrate their critical chain
schedule analysis with project risk analysis and management. This will help
industries solve their complex scheduling and risk management challenges.
“Many industries such as aerospace, defense, and pharmaceuticals have faced with
extremely complex projects that require an advanced scheduling and risk analysis
and management capabilities. This solution will allow our users to integrate the
results of their risk analysis directly into Aurora’s scheduling engine, as well as
perform risk analysis based on schedules created in Aurora”, said Intaver Institute’s
Michael Trumper, “and should provide a lot of added value to both of our software”.
“Aurora’s multi-project critical chain capability, combined with Stottler Henke’s
underlying intelligent scheduling engine, has saved Boeing, Pfizer, NASA and many
others millions of dollars while increasing throughput,” says Stottler Henke’s Robert
Richards, PhD. “Aurora manages resource-constrained operations more efficiently
than traditional systems by applying domain-specific knowledge and heuristics, and
leveraging advanced graph theory and other mathematical algorithms to generate
schedules that are shorter than those provided by other project management
software,” continues Dr. Richards.
About Intaver Institute
Intaver Institute Inc. is a leading innovator in the field of project risk management and
project risk analysis software, offering our clients unique, cost effective software
solutions to their project and portfolio management challenges. Intaver Institute is
dedicated to advancing and adding to its Event Chain Methodology. This technology
is the foundation of project management software product RiskyProject: a project risk
management, qualitative and quantitative risk analysis, and project performance
measurement tool. Intaver Institute is a privately held company headquartered in
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. Email: info@intaver.com. Web: http://www.intaver.com.
About Stottler Henke Associates
Founded in 1988, Stottler Henke Associates, Inc. creates and applies artificial
intelligence and other advanced software technologies to solve problems that defy

solution using traditional approaches. Stottler Henke delivers innovative software
solutions for education and training, planning and scheduling, knowledge
management and discovery, decision support, and autonomous systems. In a White
House ceremony, Stottler Henke was awarded the prestigious Tibbetts award, which
honors small businesses for outstanding technical achievements and innovation. US
Government agencies have designated ten Stottler Henke systems as Small
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) success stories. Stottler Henke was the
subject of a NASA Hallmarks of Success video profile for its work developing and
later commercializing advanced scheduling and training software systems. Stottler
Henke is headquartered in San Mateo, CA and operates software development
offices in Seattle, WA and Boston, MA. Email: info@stottlerhenke.com.
Web: https://www.stottlerhenke.com.

